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Abstract— A process model based on animal-based
ingredients' running procurement will help halal level
examiners check halal implementation based on Halal Critical
Control Points (HCCP). Process discovery is a study for
automatically forming a process model based on a log of running
processes. There are several algorithms of process discovery,
such as Alpha++ and Alpha#. However, the procurement of
animal-based ingredient processes has an invisible non-prime
task that has not been discussed in the existing algorithms. This
research proposes a graph-based process discovery algorithm to
form a process model containing invisible non-prime tasks
based on the procurement processes. The log of procurement
processes is obtained by using a business process management
application, i.e., ProcessMaker. This research evaluates the
proposed graph-based algorithm by comparing it with Alpha++
and Alpha# based on fitness and precision. The evaluation
verifies that the proposed graph-based algorithm has a better
quality of the obtained process model than Alpha++ and Alpha#.
The fitness and precision of the graph-based algorithm are 1 and
1. On the other hand, the precisions of Alpha++ and Alpha# are
0.43 and 0.43, respectively.
Keywords—Halal, Process Discovery, Animal-based, Invisible
Non-Prime Task

I. INTRODUCTION
The process discovery of animal-based ingredients’
running procurement is an essential task to be considered. The
goal is that we must always be aware of the foods we eat,
especially those made of animal origin. Compared to
conventional food management systems, halal food operations
have special requirements, including pork-free ingredients, no

alcohol, and meat must be slaughtered in an Islamic way,
among others [1].
To provided checking processes by the process discovery,
the process model of checking animals’ halalness must be
formed. The processes are based on Halal Critical Control
Points (HCCP) [2]. HCCP are rules where haram substances
are mentioned and removed from the processes [3]. This study
proposed the process models divided into ten sections: meat,
fat, milk, offal, blood, hair, eggs, trachea, bones.
Based on those proposed process models, the process
model of offal has invisible non-prime tasks. The invisible
non-prime tasks occur in this offal process model. Invisible
non-prime task occurs because checking the internal digestive
enzyme content can simultaneously examine the intestinal
organs in the external digestive [4]. The existing process
discovery algorithms, i.e., Alpha ++ [5], [6] and Alpha # [7],
cannot handle this issue.
Besides proposed process models, this research develops
the proposed graph-based process discovery using Neo4j with
Cypher language query for handling invisible non-prime
tasks. This study will also compare quality measurements of
process models, i.e., fitness and precision, using Alpha ++ and
Alpha#. This study can be a reference for halal examiners to
check their procurement in total [8].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Existing Process Discovery Algorithms
The analysis uses a business process model to determine
the latest business processes as a reference for future

development. Modification of the business process model is
often overlooked in systems development, making process
model changes incompatible with system changes. A set of
algorithms called process discovery is required for business
process models to detect automation algorithms [9]. The
discovery process is also arguably one of the most
challenging mining processes, which generates a process
model from event log data [10].
Process discovery can be defined as a technique for
defining, mapping, and analyzing organizational processes.
The process discovery tool is a machine learning-based tool
intended to help organizations identify business processes,
record all possible uses of machine learning algorithms, and
make Automation recommendations. Process Discovery
tools distinguish the business processes that can be automated
and help automate workflows, map, plan, and implement
automation more effectively and efficiently. In this case, we
use tools like Neo4j and ProM [11].
The process of examining animal halalness is divided into
ten parts: meat, fat, milk, offal, blood, hair, eggs, trachea,
bones. We use three algorithmic methods in this process. The
first one uses the Alpha ++ algorithm. Second, using the
Alpha # algorithm. Moreover, the latter uses the proposed
graph-based process discovery method. All three algorithms
are compares based on the quality measurements of process
models, i.e., fitness and precision. They are equal compared
to one another, using graphical algorithms—graph-based
methods of processes containing non-free choices and graphbased methods of processes containing invisible tasks [8].
Alpha ++ [5], [6] algorithm can be used for non-free
choice relation by describing the selected relationship in
activities that depends on other activities. However, in hybrid
non-free choice [12], [13] and invisible tasks [14], Alpha ++
cannot detect invisible tasks, so this method cannot discover
a non-free choice relationship [13].
Different from Alpha ++, Alpha# can detect invisible task
and describe the process entirely. SKIP, REDO, and
SWITCH can detect Alpha #, but Alpha # cannot overlapping
patterns and cannot detect the non-free choice process [7].

• Meat: Invisible Prime Task Skip (Fig.1)
First, the checker needs to check the meat. If the meat
comes from haram animals, then the checker can conclude
from there. However, if the meat comes from halal
animals, the checker can continue to the next process.
Second, the checker needs to check the slaughter process.
If the slaughter process not following Islamic law, then the
checker can conclude from there. However, if the slaughter
process follows Islamic law, the checker can continue to
the next process. Third, the checker needs to check the
meat content. After all that, the checker can conclude.
• Fat: Invisible Prime Task (Fig.2)
First, the checker needs to check where the fat comes
from. If the fat comes from mammals/poultry, the checker
needs to check the fat fraction. If the fat comes from fish,
the checker needs to check its acid content. Second, if the
fat comes from mammals/poultry, the checker needs to
check the fat fraction. However, if the fat comes from fish,
the checker needs to check the fat's flavoring. Third, if the
fat comes from mammals/poultry and has a fraction, the
checker needs to check the fat's glycerol-glycerin content.
If the fat comes from mammals/poultry and does not have
a fraction, then the checker needs to check the fat's
flavoring. Fourth, the checkers need to check the fat's E
number. After all that, the checker can conclude.
• Milk: Non-Free Choice (Fig.3)
First, the checker needs to identify the milk
ingredients. If the milk ingredients are cheese, then the
checker needs to check the enzymes in cheese. However,
if the milk ingredients are whey, the checker needs to
check the whey enzymes. Second, the checker needs to
check rennet content. Third, if the milk ingredients are
cheese, the checkers need to check the cheese's acidity.
However, if the milk ingredients are whey, the checker
needs to check the whey's liquid source. Fourth, the
checker needs to check for lumps. After all that, the
checker can conclude.
• Offal: Invisible Non-Prime Task XOR-AND (Fig.4)

B. Neo4j
Neo4j is a NoSQL database that follows the mathematical
tree theory for the category of graph databases. Neo4j is used
for the mining process to show the process model's
relationship in the form of a directed graph [15], [16]. The
nodes and the relationship between them are the basis of the
graph concept. Neo4j uses Cypher query language for
transactional and analytical graphic data processing [17].
III. PROPOSED METHODS
This study proposes process models of checking
animals’ halalness and graph-based discovery algorithm to
depict invisible prime tasks, mainly invisible tasks for a
buildup of XOR relationships and AND relationships.
A. Process Models of Checking Animals’ Halalness
Processes of checking animals’ halalness are divided into
ten sections: meat, fat, milk, offal, blood, skin hair, eggs,
trachea, and bones. Fig. 1 until Fig. 10 shows developed
process models by the authors of this study. Those process
models are formed in the ProcessMaker application [18].

First, the checker needs to check where the offal
comes from. Second, if the offal comes from an animal
digestion system, the checker needs to check the enzyme
content AND intestinal organs. However, if the offal
comes from an animal's pancreas, the checker needs to
check the hormone insulin in the pancreatic innards. Third,
the checker needs to check rennet content in the offal.
After all that, the checker can conclude.
•

Blood: XOR relationship(Fig.5)
First, the checker needs to check the globin
concentrate content on the blood. Second, the checker
needs to match the fibrinogen concentrate content on the
blood. After all that, the checker can conclude.

• Skin: XOR relationship (Fig.6)
First, the checker needs to check the gelatin content
on the skin. Second, the checker needs to match the
collagen content in the skin. After all that, the checker can
conclude.

• Fur/Hair: XOR relationship (Fig.7)
First, the checker needs to check the cysteine content
on the fur/hair. Second, the checker needs to check
phenylamine content on the fur/hair. After all that, the
checker can conclude.
• Egg: XOR relationship (Fig.8)
First, the checker needs to check the glycol oxidase
enzyme content on the egg. After that, the checker can
conclude.

Fig 4. Offal BPMN

• Trachea: XOR relationship (Fig.9)
First, the checker needs to check the chondroitin
content on the trachea. After that, the checker can
conclude.
• Bone: XOR relationship (Fig.10)
First, the checker needs to check the gelatine content
on the bone. After that, the checker can conclude.
Fig 5. Blood BPMN

Fig 1. Meat BPMN

Fig 6. Skin BPMN

Fig 7. Fur/Hair BPMN
Fig 2. Fat BPMN

Fig 8. Egg BPMN

Fig 3. Milk BPMN

Fig 11. Alpha++ Offal: Invisible Non-Prime Task

Fig 9. Trachea BPMN

Fig 12. Alpha# Offal: Invisible Non-Prime Task

Fig 10. Bone BPMN
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B. Graph-Based Process Discovery Method
From the event log generated by ProcessMaker, authors
discover processes by using a proposed graph-based process
discovery method. The proposed method, described in
TABLE I, is built-in Neo4j by using Cypher query. An input
data of the proposed method is an event log containing
activities which have information, such as CaseID, Name and
Timestamps. All activities are modified as a graph: the
activities are stored as nodes. That information is saved as
attributes of the nodes (can be seen in Code Activity and
CaseActivity of TABLE I). After that, sequence relationships
are performed using the Activity and CaseActivity node.
Then, parallel relationships, i.e., XOR, AND, and OR, are
created using the proposed queries in TABLE I. After all,
relationships are made, detecting invisible tasks or non-free
choices using the rules of invisible task, non-free choice, and
invisible non-prime task in TABLE I.
TABLE I. CYPHER QUERY OF GRAPH-BASED PROCESS DISCOVERY
Activity
LOAD CSV with headers FROM "file:///agile.csv" AS line
Merge (:Activity{CaseId:line.CaseID,
Name:line.Activity,
Time:line.Timestamp})
LOAD CSV with headers FROM "file:///agile.csv" AS line
Merge (:CaseActivity {Name:line.Activity })
MATCH (c:Activity)
WITH COLLECT(c) AS Caselist
UNWIND RANGE(0,Size(Caselist) - 2) as idx
WITH Caselist[idx] AS s1, Caselist[idx+1] AS s2
MATCH (b:CaseActivity),(a:CaseActivity)
WHERE s1.CaseId = s2.CaseId AND s1.Name = a.Name AND s2.Name = b.Name
MERGE (a)-[r:SEQUENCE]->(b)
MATCH (bef)-[r]->(aft)
WHERE size((bef)-->())>1 AND size((aft)<--())=1 AND ( size((aft)-->())=1 OR size((aft)-->())>1 )
CREATE (bef)-[:XORSPLIT]->(aft)
DELETE r
MATCH (bef)-[r]->(aft)
WHERE ( size((bef)-->())=1 OR size((bef)-->())>1 ) AND size((aft)<--())>1
CREATE (bef)-[:XORJOIN]->(aft)
DELETE r
MATCH (aft1)<-[r]-(bef)-[s]->(aft2)
WHERE size((bef)-->())>1
AND size((aft2)-->())=size((bef)-->()) AND size((aft1)-->())=size((bef)-->())
AND not (aft1)-[:SEQUENCE]->(bef) AND not (aft2)-[:SEQUENCE]->(bef)
MERGE (aft1)<-[:ANDSPLIT]-(bef)-[:ANDSPLIT]->(aft2)
DELETE r,s
MATCH (aft1)-[r]->(bef)<-[s]-(aft2)
WHERE size((bef)<--())>1
AND size((aft2)-->())=size((bef)<--()) AND size((aft1)-->())=size((bef)<--())
AND not ()-[:ANDSPLIT]->(bef)
MERGE (aft1)-[:ANDJOIN]->(bef)<-[:ANDJOIN]-(aft2)
DELETE r,s

Code

OR Split

OR Join

Invisible Task

Non-Free Choice

Invisible Non-Prime Task (XOR-AND)

Activity
MATCH (bef1)-[r]->(aft)<-[s]-(bef2), (bef2)<-[v]-(bef4)-[w]->(bef1)
WHERE size((bef4)-->()) >1
AND size(()--> (aft)) >1
AND size(()-->(bef2)) < size(()-->(bef1))
AND NOT( (size( ()-->(bef1) ) = size ( ()-->(bef2) ) = size((bef4)-->()) ) OR(size( ()-->(bef1) ) = size (
()-->(bef2) ) = 1) )
AND NOT (size(()-->(bef4)) + size((bef4)-->()) = size(()-->(bef1)) + size((bef1)-->()) OR size(()->(bef4)) + size((bef4)-->()) = size(()-->(bef2)) + size((bef2)-->()))
AND NOT (bef1)-[:SEQUENCE]->(bef4)
AND NOT (bef2)-[:SEQUENCE]->(bef4)
MERGE (bef1)<-[:ORSPLIT]-(bef4)-[:ORSPLIT]->(bef2)
DELETE w,v
MATCH (aft1)-[r]->(bef)<-[s]-(aft2)
WHERE size(()-->(bef)) > 1
AND NOT (bef)-[:SEQUENCE]->(aft1) AND NOT (bef)-[:SEQUENCE]->(aft2)
AND size((aft2)-->()) > 1 AND size((aft2)-->()) < size(()-->(bef))
AND NOT size((aft2)-->())= 1
AND NOT size((aft1)-->())=1
AND NOT ()-[:ORSPLIT]->(bef)
MERGE (aft1)-[:ORJOIN]->(bef)<-[:ORJOIN]-(aft2)
DELETE r,s
MATCH (aft2)<-[r]-(bef)-[s]->(aft1)
WHERE ( TYPE(s)='XORSPLIT' AND TYPE(r)='XORJOIN')
CREATE (i:Invisible_Task {Name: "Inv_Task1"})
WITH bef, i, aft2, r, s
CALL apoc.create.relationship(bef, type(s), {}, i) YIELD rel as relation1
CALL apoc.create.relationship(i, type(r), {}, aft2) YIELD rel as relation2
DELETE r
MATCH (aft2)-[r]->(bef)<-[s]-(aft1)
WHERE ( TYPE(s)='XORJOIN' AND TYPE(r)='XORSPLIT')
CREATE (i:Invisible_Task {Name: "Inv_Task2"})
WITH bef, i, aft2, r, s
CALL apoc.create.relationship(bef, type(s), {}, i) YIELD rel as relation1
CALL apoc.create.relationship(i, type(r), {}, aft2) YIELD rel as relation2
DELETE r
MATCH (a)-[b:XORJOIN]->()
MATCH ()-[c:XORSPLIT]->(n)
MATCH (k:Activity),(l:Activity)
WHERE a.Name<>n.Name AND k.Name=a.Name AND l.Name=n.Name AND k.CaseId=l.CaseId AND
k.Time<l.Time
MERGE (a)-[:NONFREECHOICE]->(n)
MATCH (a)-[b]->(c:Invisible_Task)-[d]->(e)
MATCH (a)-[f]->(g:Invisible_Task)-[h]->(i)
MATCH (e)-[j]->(i)
MATCH (i)-[k]->(e)
WHERE e.Name<>i.Name AND id(c)>id(g)
DETACH DELETE g
DELETE d,j,k
MERGE (c)-[:ANDSPLIT]->(e)
MERGE (c)-[:ANDSPLIT]->(i)
MATCH (a)<-[b]-(c:Invisible_Task)<-[d]-(e)
MATCH (a)<-[f]-(g:Invisible_Task)<-[h]-(i)
WHERE e.Name<>i.Name AND id(c)>id(g)
DETACH DELETE g
DELETE d
MERGE (c)<-[:ANDJOIN]-(e)
MERGE (c)<-[:ANDJOIN]-(i)

Fig 13. Neo4j Offal: Invisible Non-Prime Task

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Result
This study uses simulation event logs which are generated
based on processes of checking animals’ halalness. The
authors of this study develop models of those processes. Out
of all processes, only a process of checking offal has a
condition providing an invisible non-prime task. This study
utilizes the event logs from ten process models of checking
animals’ halalness to evaluate the proposed graph-based
process discovery algorithm. This study compares the
proposed algorithm with other algorithms, which are Alpha
++ and Alpha #.
The used process of checking offal has 30 cases and three
traces. Traces are variations of processes captured in the
event log. Traces of checking offal are [Check Ingredients,
Checking Offal Ingredients, Checking The Enzyme Content,
Checking Intestinal Organs, Checking Rennet Content, Draw
Conclusion], [Check Ingredients, Checking Offal
Ingredients, Checking Intestinal Organs, Checking The
Enzyme Content, Checking Rennet Content, Draw
Conclusion], [Check Ingredients, Checking Offal
Ingredients, Checking The Hormone Insulin, Checking
Rennet Content, Draw Conclusion].
The obtained process models based on the event log of
offal processes are mentioned in Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.
Fig. 11 is obtained using Alpha ++, Fig. 12 is depicted using
Alpha #, and Fig. 13 is discovered using the graph-based
process discovery method.
B. Discussion
For comparison, this study compares the result discovered
by the graph-based method with those depicted by Alpha ++
and Alpha #. ProM applications perform both Alpha ++ and
Alpha #. The results of those two algorithms are formed in
Petri-net. The development of the graph-based method is
shown in Fig. 13, while those of Alpha ++ and Alpha # are
described in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively.
Based on the performance task in TABLE II, Alpha ++ can
depict a non-free choice, while Alpha # does not. On the other
hand, Alpha # can discover an invisible task, while Alpha ++
does not. Alpha ++ and Alpha # cannot describe invisible nonprime tasks, while the proposed graph-based method can
depict them. The ability to discover invisible non-prime task
is the contribution of this study.
This study compares those algorithms using ten event logs
based on proposed process models of checking animals’
halalness. The quality of obtained process models of those
algorithms is measured based on fitness value (Eq. 1) and
precision value (Eq. 2). The graph-based process discovery
method has one fitness value and one precision value for all
event logs based on the evaluation. The evaluation results
verify the proposed graph-based method provides the best
quality of the process model (can be seen in TABLE III).

TABLE II. COMPARISON BETWEEN ALPHA++, ALPHA#, AND
GRAPH-BASED PROCESS DISOVERY

Alpha++

Alpha#

Graphbased
Process
Discovery

Invisible [switch]

failed

succeed

succeed

Invisible Task [skip]

failed

succeed

succeed

Invisible Non-Prime Task

failed

failed

succeed

succeed

failed

succeed

Task

Non-Free Choice

TABLE III. COMPARISON FITNESS AND PRECISION BETWEEN
ALPHA++, ALPHA#, AND GRAPH-BASED PROCESS DICSOVERY

Alpha++

Fitn
ess

Alpha#

Graph-based
Process
Discovery

Precis
ion

Fitnes
s

Prec
ision

Fitn
ess

Precis
ion

Meat

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Fat

1.00

0.75

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Milk

1.00

0.333

1.00

0.5

1.00

1.00

Offal

1.00

0.43

1.00

0.43

1.00

1.00

Blood

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Skin

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Fur/ Hair

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Egg

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Trachea

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Bone

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑥) =

𝑁(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠)
𝑁(𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠_𝐼𝑛_𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝐿𝑜𝑔)

(1)

where:
𝑁(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠)

: the total of cases which are
depicted in the discovered process
model

𝑁(𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠_𝐼𝑛_𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝐿𝑜𝑔)

: the total of cases in the event log

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑥) =

𝑁(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒)
𝑁(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠_𝐼𝑛_𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝐿𝑜𝑔)

(2)

where:
𝑁(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠)

: the total of traces of the discovered
process model which are captured
in the event log

𝑁(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠_𝐼𝑛_𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝐿𝑜𝑔)

: the total of traces in the event log

V. CONCLUSION
This study proposes process models to check animals’
halalness and a graph-based process discovery method to
discover invisible non-prime tasks. The condition of the
invisible non-prime task is a buildup of XOR relationships and
AND relationships.
This study obtains ten process models for checking
animals’ halalness. Those process models for checking meat,
fat, milk, offal, blood, skin hair, eggs, trachea, and bones.
Then, this study creates a graph-based method, which is
compared with existing process discovery algorithms, such as
Alpha ++ and Alpha #. Based on event logs provided based
on the proposed process models, the graph-based method
provides one fitness value and one precision value for all event
logs, including an event log of the offal process that contains
invisible non-prime tasks. Both Alpha ++ and Alpha # have
one fitness value for the event log of the offal process;
however, those two algorithms have a 0.43 precision value for
that event log. Alpha ++ and Alpha # obtain the low precision
values because process models discovered by those
algorithms create additional traces which are not captured in
the event log. The additional traces are raised because Alpha
++ and Alpha # cannot depict the invisible non-prime task.
There are several drawbacks of the proposed graph-based
method. First, this method can be applied to the noise-free
event log. Second, this method has not been implemented in
the vast event log. Those drawbacks will be a challenge for
future research.
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